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1. SDP Memo Disclaimer 

The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done 
by members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP 
design or SDP process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole 
of the SDP.  
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P3 Performance Prototype Platform (SDP) 

POSIX the Portable Operating System Interface (IEEE standard) 

QoS Quality of Service 

REST REpresentational State Transfer 

s second 

SDP Science Data Processor 

SJF Super Jumbo Frames (UDP - typically 9K in size) 

SKA Square Kilometre Array 

SPEAD2 Implementation of SPEAD: Streaming Protocol for Exchanging Astronomical Data 

SQL Structured Query Language 

SRC SKA Regional Centre 
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TBD To be determined 

TM Telescope Manager 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 
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6. Introduction 

Messaging in a large scale distributed network of applications is an opportunity to create a robust 
solution architecture for any big data system.  In this regard, the SDP is no exception where 
distribution in terms of application services and components, and development teams coupled 
with 24x7 service like operational requirements make a message centric log based architecture 
an opportunity for creating a high performance robust design. 

In this document, the different messaging scenarios of the SDP have been characterised, and 
matched to the capabilities of three different messaging technologies and strategies.  These 
selected technologies have been functionally and load tested to ascertain suitability for the SDP 
and the results and comparisons presented.  

Further discussion has been added on the foreseeable direction of messaging technology and 
how this might impact on the SDP. 

Finally, a recommendation has been made for which technology suits the spectrum of the 
different SDP use cases. 

The document is broken into two parts - the first is a comprehensive executive summary that 
outlines the case for a log based architecture within the SDP and the evaluated technologies to 
support it.  The rest of this document goes into detail covering: 

● What is a log based architecture 

● How does it fit with the SDP architecture 

● Messaging requirements for the SDP 

● Messaging technologies and their evaluation 

● The future of messaging technologies 
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8. Executive Summary 

Defined within the Architecture for the SDP is a Data Queues component [AD01] that maps 
primarily to a publish/subscribe model for key data objects such as calibration solutions, alerts 
and quality assessment data.  These artifacts have producers and consumers which align closely 
to most messaging solutions,  however, there is a wider opportunity to exploit the benefits of a 
broader messaging service as these are not the only messaging use cases within the SDP. 

Three messaging strategies have been considered that represent point to point brokerless, 
AMQP compliant broker, and a log based messaging architecture.  The point to point solution will 
produce the fastest throughput with the lowest latency at the expense of any delivery guarantees 
and pushes the complexity of message life-cycle handling out to the clients.  The AMQP 
compliant strategy moves the complexity of message life-cycle management into the broker, but 
suffers from scaling issues to the level of SDP requirements due to the heavy nature of the 
protocol.  A log based strategy proved to provide just enough message life-cycle management to 
centralise the complex handling issues, but still retain a linearly scalable and flexible solution. 

8.1. A Log based architecture 

A Log based architecture is an architectural style that revolves around using a Log to provide a 
strictly time ordered, immutable, replayable record of events.  These events are used as a 
mechanism to reliably, and scalably broadcast the evolving state of one system component to 
one or many others in a fault tolerant way. 

Within the SDP, the notion of the Data Queues component can be generalised to a Queue that 
represents the core component of a Log based architecture.  The use cases for a general 
purpose Queue can be extended to: 

● TM  and SDP internal and external monitoring, logging, accounting and alerting 
● Model and calibration solutions snapshot passing 
● TM command and control communication 
● SDP Local Monitoring and Control 
● SDP Execution Control 
● Archive Integration 

These components describe a coarse grained suite of complex software that can (to a degree) 
operate independently, and hence be developed, maintained, isolated and scaled separately. 

This modularity along with other characteristics across the SKA lend itself to the qualities of a 
Log based architecture such as: 

● 24x7 operation 
● Distributed development and support teams 
● Large number of components  - software components in TM, SDP, CSP, Execution 

Control, Archiving, mixture of COTS and bespoke 
● Large number of compute nodes 
● High throughput logging, monitoring, accounting, alerting 
● Variable Execution Frameworks 
● Long lifetime for SDP over an extensive software catalog each element with an 

independent software enhancement/refresh/replacement lifecycle 
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A Log based architecture will provide a common messaging approach in the design that will 
enable these disparate systems and requirements to function in a loosely coupled and 
independent way.  This helps with avoiding the risks and inflexibility of a tight and brittle 
integration as would be the case for a series of point to point solutions.  The value of this will be 
revealed as the SDP grows into a large distributed system, and reaches a point where it is 
continually operating in the presence of failures .  At this point there will be continual correction 
performed in response to hardware and software issues.  Application versions will be continually 
deployed with constant patching and upgrading at all levels of the stack - from Platform Services 
through to Execution Frameworks. 

8.2. Messaging Solutions 

In support of the Data Queues component and the broader Log concept, three diverse 
messaging solutions have been evaluated.  These are: 

● ZeroMQ  1

● Apache QPid  2

● Apache Kafka  3

ZeroMQ demonstrated the fastest throughput, and lowest latency using application architecture 
to scale to the highest levels of all three solutions.  This is not surprising as it is often used in 
financial market trading systems .   However, ZeroMQ does not provide message delivery 4

guarantees, and pushes the complexity for message life-cycle management onto the clients 
where it will need to be baked into each application - creating a point-to-point solution. 

QPid gives AMQP standards compliance, superior message guarantees, and moves message 
life-cycle management into the broker.  However, it cannot scale to 100k msgs/s and is not stable 
enough for the SDP use case .  It is recommended that if at a later date, AMQP levels of 5

message guarantee are required then RabbitMQ  should be investigated as an alternative.  This 6

will have to be carefully traded off against the cost of the performance sacrifice accompanying 
the AMQP protocol. 

Apache Kafka proved to be a robust and massively scalable and stable broker with a high degree 
of parallelism as shown through the testing in relation to the Logging and Monitoring [RD05] 
architecture investigation, and the large message testing [RD06].  This corresponds to the 
experiences described by LinkedIn (the creators of Kafka), who have used Kafka as the 
foundation of a Log based architecture throughout their geographically dispersed systems 
architecture since 2012. 

1 http://zeromq.org/ 
2 https://qpid.apache.org/components/cpp-broker/index.html 
3 https://kafka.apache.org/ 
4 http://zeromq.org/whitepapers:market-analysis 
5 LOFAR experience corroborated by testing 
https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/download/attachments/231178257/Case%20File%20QPID.pdf 
6 https://www.rabbitmq.com/ 
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8.3. Apache Kafka 

Kafka effectively scales linearly.  This is achieved through the partitioning system for Topics 
(message queues).  A partition typically equates to a separate filesystem, either on the same 
node or a different node.  More partitions, mean more producers and consumers can be 
connected giving more throughput, and reducing contention (latency). 

Individual topics can be tuned based on Topic configuration, producer/consumer configuration, 
and the tuning of the underlying compute nodes.  Through testing, it was determined that 
message sizes from a few bytes, up to 100MB can be comfortably handled.  This covers the 
existing use cases of the SDP Data Queue component.  It was also shown that a three node 
cluster on P3 (the SDP Performance Prototype Platform) could handle up to 2.2 million 
messages/s for the monitoring, and logging architecture.  This demonstrates that a single cluster 
can handle widely varied workloads, and different levels of QoS including handling large 
messages.  A single Log component (Kafka Cluster) can support the needs of a Log based 
architecture for the SDP. 

The key benefits provided by Kafka are: 

- Decoupling of components 

- Common communication language 

- Broad language and framework support - eg: C, Java, Go, Python etc. 

- Multiple messaging strategies including peer to peer, pub/sub, fan out/fan in, routing, 
store forward and streaming 

- History of all changes - can be replayed to a point in time 

- Message consolidation - message types:- deltas, and snapshots 

- Guaranteed at least once delivery - check-pointing/read commits 

- Time oriented ordered list - guaranteed on receipt as well as delivery 

- Partitioning - keys, round robin, or consumer driven selection 

- Consumer grouping, batches, buffering - load balancing 

- Matched wire, memory, disk format - for optimum performance 

- Linear scalability - more nodes, disks, net capacity 

- Replication strategies - partitions, and mirroring (geo-replication) 

- Can switch off producer or consumer independently - non-brittle architecture 

- Kafka Streams and KSQL - create derivative streams (topics) and ‘tables’ 

The core recommendation is to adopt Apache Kafka for the Data Queue infrastructure 
component, the wider Platform Services component supporting monitoring, logging, accounting 
and alerting and the integration with TM to provide isolation and control (the Tango facade 
concept [AD08]).  Consideration should also be given to adopting a Log based architecture 
supported by Kafka as a generalised communication strategy between all major architectural 
components.  This will provide a means of de-risking the implementation of the architecture. 
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8.4. The Future of Messaging 

There is a move towards message streaming solutions that introduce business logic into the 
message queue broker or closely connected client applications.  These work by reprocessing 
one or more queues into new derivative queues through the application of business logic.  The 
canonical example is Kafka Streams with the addition of KSQL - SQL processing of streaming 
data. 

This model has been extended further with stream and batch processing frameworks such as 
Apache Flink .  The purpose of these frameworks is that application code is developed once, but 7

can be run in real-time and batch processing mode without modification.  There is a resonance 
between this approach and the realtime and batch components of the SDP architecture.  On this 
basis there is a further recommendation to investigate the suitability of these stream processing 
framework approaches as a cost effective Execution Framework for the SDP. 

  

7 https://flink.apache.org/ 
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9. Context 

Messaging within the context of the SDP takes a number of forms depending on the 
requirements of the components involved both internally and externally.  The following diagram 
from the SDP Operational System Component and Connector View [AD01] describes the main 
components and the expected connecting technology (where known). 

 

Figure 1: Science Data Processor (SDP) Component & Connector Primary Representation 

 

The key externally facing connective technologies are: 

Telescope Manager to SDP: 

● Tango  Device interface (commands and attributes, and telescope model state) 8

● Model Database Queries (Sky Model) 

CSP to SDP: 

● SPEAD2 delivery of Visibilities 
● FTP of Pulsar Search & Timing artefacts 

Within the SDP there are the following classes of exchange between components: 

● Coordination of the command and control that directs the workflow, and task 
management of the SDP processing schedule 

● Inter component and task signalling of state change 
● Monitoring, Logging, Alerting and Accounting 

8 Device controller software http://www.tango-controls.org/ 
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This document focuses on the generic messaging requirements between the SDP and TM with 
respect to populating the Tango interface, and internal message flows between components with 
a particular focus on the architecture of the "Data Queues" component.  This focus also excludes 
dedicated and specialised messaging protocols such as those used to control OpenStack  via 9

the REST API, or the Tango Device CORBA API eg: write_attributes(), command_inout() etc. 

What remains are the requirements for general purpose messaging services and tools that can 
support the needs of the SDP message bus (all internal communication) and the movement of 
messages out to the applications that will interface with the external interfaces. 

 

  

9 Cloud Based Infrastructure solution https://www.openstack.org/ 
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10. A Log Based Architecture and the SDP 

10.1. The Log 

A log based architecture  revolves around the concept of a Log.  In this context, a Log is an 10

ordered, time oriented immutable set of atomic change records to a system state.  The basic 
premise is that any intermediate state (point in time) can be calculated from the Log.  Given this, 
if the log is presented to more than one deterministic system (state machine), then all of them will 
be able to calculate the exact same state snapshots for any given point in the Log history.  This 
is important for large scale distributed systems as it is an enabler for all participants to have a 
common understanding for any associated data artifact from the beginning of life through all 
intermediate states to the present. 

This is a simple concept but a powerful one as it gives the entire architecture a mechanism by 
which information can be shared between components in a common, robust, and recreatable 
way.  Producers (upstream) only having to generate the Log once, and any number of 
consumers (downstream systems) are able to subscribe with no impact on the producer.  These 
consumers can be added or removed over time at little or no cost. 

Furthermore, time is a relative concept for all participants in the Log based architecture. 
Producers can generate records at a rate that is wholly disconnected from the rate or timing of 
consumption by the Consumers.  This gives the entire system a place of control for managing the 
realities of the life cycle of distributed systems where components can be turned on and off, 
upgraded, replaced, throttled, and scheduled on independent time scales without falling victim to 
the difficult coordination of multiple brittle directly connected interfaces. 

Log based architectures are not new.  They are the foundation of ACID compliant DBMS 
systems, and appear in literature associated with consensus algorithms such as Raft .  These 11

systems rely on logs to provide transactions for replication, process recovery events and perform 
re-synchronisation.  They also provide history to determine high water marks and cluster leaders, 
followers and checkpoints. What is more recent is the application of this design pattern to 
interconnected and distributed systems at web scale.  LinkedIn started this trend prior to 2011 , 12

when they re-architected around the Log by developing Kafka as a central information clearing 
house for the business.  This was done to rationalise internal systems communication, provide 
geo-replication, and generally bring the cost (time and money) of integration down. 

Today, open source Apache Kafka is the result of this shift and has been embraced by a host of 
logging event management frameworks (ElasticStack), and stream processing frameworks 
(Apache Flink, Samza, Storm, Kafka Streams, KSQL) and is an integral part of the architecture at 
Apple, Netflix, LinkedIn, Cisco, eBay, and Cloudflare, with AWS developing a surprisingly similar 
service called Kenisis. 

 

10 Kreps J, 2014, I Heart Logs, O'Reilly Media 
11 Ongaro D. and Ousterhout J., 2014, In Search of an Understandable Consensus Algorithm 
(Extended Version), Stanford University 
12 https://engineering.linkedin.com/distributed-systems/log-what-every-software-engineer-should-know-about-real-time-datas-unifying 
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When drawing comparisons with competing solutions, Apache Kafka has been positioned 
against Messaging solutions. While Kafka can be used as a substitute for most message passing 
scenarios, solutions that are aimed at the Enterprise Service Bus market are not necessarily well 
suited to a Log based architecture as the quality of service, and delivery guarantees are often 
very different.  This in turn will have a great impact on scalability. 

10.2. The SDP Perspective 

The SDP architecture has many qualities that map to the characteristics of a Log based 
architecture.   The view point for this is not so much focused on the detail of the interconnect 
between running components of the pipelines within the Execution Frameworks (where highly 
optimised protocols such as MPI are more appropriate), but on the supporting software defined 
infrastructure that provides the environment that these frameworks operate in.  This includes 
capabilities such as: 

● TM  and SDP internal monitoring, logging, accounting and alerting 
● Model snapshot passing 
● TM command and control communication 
● SDP Local Monitoring and Control 
● SDP Execution Control 
● Archive Integration 

All of these components describe a coarse grained suite of complex software that can (to a 
degree) operate independently, and hence be developed, maintained and scaled separately. 

This modularity along with other characteristics in the SDP and across the SKA lend itself to the 
qualities of a Log based architecture such as: 

● 24x7 operation 
● Distributed set of development teams 
● Large number of components  - software components in TM, SDP, CSP, Execution 

Control, Archiving, mixture of COTS and bespoke 
● Large number of compute nodes - 1500/data centre 
● High throughput logging, monitoring, accounting, alerting 
● Variable and unknown Execution Frameworks 
● Long lifetime for SDP with large software catalog having independent software 

enhancement/refresh/replacement lifecycles 

A Log based architecture is a mechanism for providing a common point of control in the design 
that will enable these disparate systems and requirements to function in a more loosely coupled 
and independent way avoiding the risks and inflexibility of a tightly coupled and brittle system. 
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11. SDP Requirements 

11.1. Data Queues 

Internally to the SDP there is a major component "Data Queues" [AD01]. 

This is described as: 

Handles real-time data streams between different SDP components using a publish/subscribe 
mechanism on named queues. Must support a certain amount of look-back in order to support 
reliability (e.g. restarting processes re-reading data), but data will not be kept indefinitely. The 
data queue component will publish alerts and calibration solutions via Tango to TM directly in 
order to minimise delays. 

Reliability: High, critical for processing 

Performance: High parallel throughput required, with good latency for alerts 

Resources: High-speed storage for buffering, minimal processing requirements for 
control and handling the tango interfaces for alerts and calibration. 

This component acts as a message bus between components within the SDP and also as a 
router to the Telescope Manager. 

Key non-functional requirements: 

● Persistence 
● Integration with a wide variety of technologies including Tango (for TM), Logging and 

Monitoring solutions 
● Core piece of infrastructure needs 24x7 operation, resilience, scalability, maintainability. 
● Service different kinds of traffic - low latency, high throughput and high reliability. 
● Different kinds of client connection modes - client groups, commit points, server side 

state management. 
● Different guarantee levels - at least once, only once. 
● Different QoS levels - traffic priorities, and performance criteria 
● Service oriented architecture 
● Failure recovery 
● Reduction of moving parts - standardise on the core and common platform 

11.2. Messaging with external entities 

11.2.1. CSP 

There is no direct messaging requirement.  The receipt of  SPEAD2 heaps directly over SJF 
UDP is a specialised interface to cope with the data volumes (a maximum of 14.5PB for a 6 hour 
observation at 5.52Tb/s [RD07], but has been capped to 3.2Tbps for the SDP) - no response is 
required and losses are expected/acceptable. 
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11.2.2. TM 

Messaging external to the SDP is focused on communication with the Telescope Manager.  This 
communication falls into two main categories - state change notifications generated through 
monitoring and logging of SDP internal activities, and command and control instructions and 
acknowledgements. 

Messaging with TM is to be achieved through a set of Tango Devices using the attribute update 
as the interface. 

11.2.3. Notifications 

In the current Telescope Manager design - in the section 5.2.5 "SKA_MID TM TelModel Device 
interface - Attributes and Events" of  "SKA1 Interface Control Document SDP to TM Mid" [RD04] 
(and SKA1 LowICD document) - there is a reference to event notifications from SDP to TM in the 
table of 5.2.5.5 with  a frequency of "per heap".  There are currently 6 notifications, but the 
assumption is that these can be rolled into a single event.  This resolution of "Heap" translates to 
once per (Super) Jumbo Frame UDP packet (size depends on MTU - assumed to be 9k) 
visibilities received from the CSP, which is approximately 47.7 million (at 3.2Tbps from CSP) per 
second notifications.   When translating this to Tango Device attribute updates, it is not possible 
with the CORBA protocol on a single device.   However, if a Tango Device was created per 
ingest node this would work out at an estimated 47.7⨉106/1500 = approximately 31,800 updates 
per second per node.  This volume is within the possible capacity of the Tango Device controller 
technology.   The Tango Device structure details are not available at this time, but it is clear that 
this limitation is going to influence the final design.  This is also one aspect of notifications.  The 
TM ICD also specifies 26 other notifications shared between TM and SDP, at much lower 
frequencies and volumes ranging from single daily to 1s, and 10s intervals with 1-3s end to end 
latency requirements.  There are also ad hoc event notifications that have priority with 1s end to 
end latency requirements.  These different scenarios demonstrate the need for different QoS 
requirements for different message types, and a need to architecturally differentiate between 
them to achieve the necessary guarantees. 

The TM interface requirements need confirming as these have a profound effect on the Data 
Queue design.  It is likely that the per-heap notifications will be averaged or counted as 
appropriate to reduce the frequency  as it is unlikely that CSP or TM will have a need for metrics 
this granular (or be able to respond to them), however this is yet to be addressed.  At the time of 
writing the TM to SDP ICD is being comprehensively updated.  Once completed, the concerns in 
section 11.2.3 can be reevaluated. 

11.2.4. Command and Control 

Instructions received from TM and acknowledged by the SDP are low volume (estimate <100 per 
observation), but require low latency.  The low latency requirement does not come from the 
external requirement which could be for example 30s for the SKA to setup ready for observation, 
but come from the need to minimise time lost due to communication because of the tight time 
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frame to make resource reservations, allocations, prepare ingest nodes and real-time pipelines 
within the overall QoS requirements for the SDP. 

11.3. Internal Messaging Within SDP 

Within the SDP according to the SDP Execution Control Component and Connector View [AD02] 
in the "Primary Representation" the high level components are: 

 

Figure 2 - Primary representation of SDP execution control decomposition 

The internal messaging consists of: 

● command and control - primarily between the Master Controller, Processing Block 
Controller and the Execution Framework. Within the SDP Processing Component and 
Connector View [RD03]. 

● Monitoring, Logging and accounting 
● Alerting 
● Execution Framework Inter-component communications - notifications, instructions and 

dependent data transfers 
● Sky Models and Calibration Tables 

11.3.1. Internal Command and Control 

The command and control messaging is used to orchestrate the state of execution which is 
stored in the Configuration Database component: 

● Building execution graph 
● Resource reservations communicated with Platform Services 
● Establishing Real-time Execution Engines 
● Communication and Orchestration between Master Controller, Processing Controller, and 

Compute node structure 
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This messaging is low volume, with high durability, and low latency requirements.  Loss of 
messages, and poor recovery options for message loss may mean the disruption of the overall 
telescope scheduling with the potential loss of observations (opportunity). 

11.3.2. Logging and monitoring delivery chain 

Logging and monitoring are potentially the highest volume message scenario (after TM 
notifications - TBD) with an estimated cluster wide throughput of 1 million msgs/sec.  Monitoring 
and Logging are split roughly 50/50 by volume, and almost all can accept high latency 
(notifications to TM are >=1s).  Durability, and order are important as debugging and forensics 
rely on them, especially when the messaging solution is under high pressure (eg: pipeline 
processing has a runaway failure etc.).  Due to the spiking nature of logging it is important to be 
able to isolate logging and monitoring message flows by type, cluster location, and observation. 
This will ensure that any impact due to runaway processing, hardware failure, service disruption, 
or intentional low level debugging does not affect the availability of the entire platform. 

11.3.3. Alerting 

Alerting is the propagation of certain critical events from the SDP to TM or between SDP 
components and Platform Services (eg: operational management of OpenStack).  These 
messages are extremely low volume, but require low latency and high message delivery 
guarantees. 

11.3.4. Framework Internal 

Within the Execution Framework there is a high degree of synchronisation and orchestration 
required between pipeline processes.  It is within this area the overall efficiency of the pipeline 
workload scheduling can suffer a significant impact as delays between task scheduling means 
compute node idle time. 

Messaging between pipeline components is high volume, extremely low latency and guarantees 
are required as messages will cover a wide spectrum of types such as requests for resources, 
synchronisation between tasks, data passing (either the data directly in a message or else 
pointers to data for large objects), signalling completion/progress, errors, and alerts.  The 
pipeline tasks have varying execution lengths ranging from fractions of a second to many 
minutes (eg: major/minor cycles).  As an estimate, if each compute node issues 10 (command 
and control) messages per second for a 6 hour observation and they each take an extra 
millisecond, then that is a potential loss of 36 seconds per node.  If we scale this up to tracking 
the ingest of Heaps at 31,800 per second per node and each message takes an extra 
microsecond then that is a potential loss of 112 seconds per node.  Technology choice at this 
level matters greatly when as shown later, Kafka can achieve 2ms latency but ZeroMQ can 
achieve 200μs latency - a factor of 10 difference. 

Execution Frameworks are specialised in design and may use a bespoke communication model 
for master/slave, component/task coordination and processing the execution graph. Making use 
of an external managed messaging service will provide added robustness and recoverability to 
the pipelines, so should be considered where practical. 
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11.3.5. Sky Model, Calibration Tables and Intermediate Products 

Pipelines have multiple sources of input outside of the actual visibility data passed from the CSP. 
These take the form of large, periodic objects for entities such as bandpass calibration, gain 
tables, sky models and pipeline intermediate data products.  These entities typically evolve over 
the life of an observation at long intervals in the order of minutes to hours. 

11.3.6. Quality Assessment  

Quality Assessment is a recipient of primarily application level metrics and events.  These 
readings include things like level of flagged data, and noise over antennae and baselines.  This 
data will be collected from all parts of the SDP but the main focus is on receive, calibration and 
pipelines.  This data has an estimated cadence of up to 3MB every second [TBD]. 

11.4. Cumulative Messaging Requirements 

To help evaluate different messaging technologies, this section attempts to characterise the 
messaging required for the different messaging profiles discovered above. 

These characteristics are: 

● Message size - what is the average message size expected 
● Volume/Frequency - throughput measured in messages per second at average load. 

Indicate whether there is a peak/trough pattern per observation 
● Latency - delivery time for message - highly dependent on message size and durability 

requirements 
● Resilience, fault tolerance/recovery modes - ability to handle outages 
● Uptime - availability, length of outage that is acceptable, special requirements linked to 

other processes eg: pre/post observation 
● Message delivery patterns: 

○  direct/peer to peer - no broker required 
○  fan out/broadcast - single message repeated to any available receiver 
○  fan in - multiple producer streams consolidated 
○  routing - behind firewall, or virtual destination requirements 
○  publish/subscribe - publishers push onto a queue and all registered subscribers 

are delivered to 
○  store forward - messages must be stored until client is available for processing 
○  streaming - in-flight modification of messages, possible re-routing, and/or 

consolidation 
● Durability/Persistence - redundancy level required, ability to handle message loss 
● Transactions - groups of messages 
● Message format/serialisation/data types (native) - specific support for a serialisation 

format, or native primitives eg: float, integer 
● Programming language/framework support - are there specific programming languages, 

development frameworks or 3rd party applications that must be natively supported 
● Client density - how many producers and consumers are required 
● QoS - priority queues, isolation from other queue workloads 
● Message guarantees - in order, delivered at least once, delivered only once 
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● Standards compliant/Interoperability - messaging protocol support required - this is 
similar to framework and 3rd party application support 

● Modularity and extensibility  required - Stream processing plugin framework, protocol 
extensions, security extensions 

● Security - security standards, frameworks and protocols supported 
● Scalability - ability to scale up and down, possibly on demand, and/or to meet future 

growth 
● Client/Server state management - should the client or server record the message 

consumption offset and session details 
● Management, diagnostic, traceability tools - will the clients handle their own diagnostics 

or is it required within the server, and what kind - audit, debug, volumes, performance 
characteristics 

 

Requirement Tables & 
Intermediat
e  Products 

TM 
Notificati
ons 

TM 
Comman
d & 
Control 

SDP 
Comman
d & 
Control 

Monitorin
g & 
Logging 

Alerting Framework 
Internal 

Message size 
(estimate) 

1MB, 10MB, 
and 100MB 

avg. 256B avg 512K 
(some 
possibly 
very large 
depending 
on 
execution 
graph) 

avg 1024B avg 256B avg 
1024B 

64B 

Volume/ 
Frequency 

1s, 10 min, 
1hr 

High - 
6.7m 
msgs/s 
(Heap rate) 

<100 per 
observatio
n 

estimate 
110 per 
node per 
observatio
n = 180k 
or ≈ 10/s 

High - 1m 
msgs/s 

Event Unknown - 
could be as 
high as 
Heap rate 
-47m msgs/s 

Latency 1s Eventual 
consistenc
y required 

1s ms Logging - 
eventual 
consistenc
y required 

monitoring 
- 1s 

1s μs 

Resilience, fault 
tolerance/ 
recovery modes 

loss 
acceptable 
but recovery 
mode 
required 

Can suffer 
some loss 
but will 
degrade 
reporting 

Critical loss 
acceptabl
e but 
recovery 
mode 
required 

Can suffer 
some loss 
but will 
degrade 
ability to 
debug and 
analyse 
services 

Critical loss 
acceptable 
but recovery 
mode 
required 
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Uptime (in 
observation) 

99.99% 99.99% 100% 99.99% 99% 99.99% 99.99% 

Message 
delivery 
patterns: 

● direct/peer 
to peer 

● fan out/ 
broadcast 

● fan in 
● routing 
● publish/ 

subscribe 
● store 

forward 
● streaming 

publish/ 
subscribe 

Fan in, 
streaming 

Fan 
out/broadc
ast 

direct/peer 
to peer 

 

direct/peer 
to peer 

fan out/ 
broadcast 

publish/ 
subscribe 

fan in 

routing 

store 
forward 

fan in 

routing 

direct/pee
r to peer 

direct/peer 
to peer 

fan out/ 
broadcast 

publish/ 
subscribe 

Durability/ 
Persistence 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Transactions - 
groups of 
messages 

No Yes - 
depending 
on Tango 
Device 
structure 

No No Yes - relate 
to 
process/tas
k instance 

No No 

Message 
format/serialisat
ion/data types 
(native) 

Unknown JSON 
serialised 
message 
delivered 
to Tango 
Device 
proxy 

JSON JSON Syslog 
native 

JSON 

Text 

LogStash 
native 

MetricBeat 
native 

JSON Unknown 

Efficiently 
packed 
native binary 
would be 
best 

Programming 
language/ 
framework 
support 

Python, C++, 
Java 

Tango 
client 
compatible 
- Python, 
C++, Java 

Tango 
client 
compatible 
- Python, 
C++, Java 

Python, 
Java 

ElasticStac
k Collectd 
Python, 
C++, Java 

Tango 
client 
compatibl
e - 
Python, 
C++, 
Java 

Python, 
C++, Java 
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Client density two tier 
estimate: 

tier1 200 - 
one per rack 

tier2 1500 - 
one per 
compute 
node 

estimate 
200 - one 
per rack 

estimate 
200 - one 
per rack 

two tier 
estimate: 

tier1 200 - 
one per 
rack 

tier2 1500 
- one per 
compute 
node 

two tier 
estimate: 

tier1 200 - 
one per 
rack 

tier2 3000 - 
two per 
compute 
node 

One 
(master 
controller
) 

one per 
active task 

one per 
compute 
node 

one per rack 
Master 

≈ 200K per 
observation 

QoS - 
prioritisation 

High Medium High High Low High High 

Message 
guarantees 
(ordering) 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Yes - 
timestam
p order 

Yes - 
timestamp 
order 

Standards 
compliant/ 
Interoperability 

No - custom Yes - 
Tango by 
proxy 

Yes - 
Tango by 
proxy 

No Yes - 
integration 
with 
ElasticStac
k,Collectd 

Yes - 
Tango by 
proxy 

No 

Modularity and 
extensibility 
required - 
Stream 
processing 

No Stream 
processing 
can be 
used to 
reduce 
volumes 

No No Stream 
processing 
can be 
used to 
reduce 
volumes 

No Yes - closer 
integration to 
achieve 
lowest 
latency 

Security No No Advisable Advisable No Advisable No 

Scalability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Client/Server 
state 
management - 
offset etc. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Management, 
diagnostic, 
traceability 
tools 

Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No 

Table 1 - Messaging Requirements 
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12. Messaging Technologies 
A selection of three COTS messaging technologies have been chosen that provide 
representative implementations of the three prevailing technology flavours available: 

● Apache Kafka - Log oriented, persistent broker oriented solution stripped down to trade 
off high throughput/low latency against just enough fault tolerance with recovery 

● Apache QPid - Standards compliant, persistent broker 
● ZeroMQ - All persistence and centralised complexity sacrificed for lightweight, portable 

maximum throughput/low latency performance 

12.1. Kafka 

Kafka is a robust linearly scalable publish/subscribe, ordered, fault tolerant, persistent, 
re-playable distributed message queuing broker system.  The performance comes from the linear 
nature of the write ahead log partitioning system where on the publishing side one partition will 
have one dedicated writer, and on the consumer side consumer groups enable scaling to 
dedicated consumers less than or equal to the number of partitions. 

Kafka comfortably handles messages in the KB range, but will not scale well for large messages 
in the > 1 MB and above range.  This is because Kafka first writes the message to memory 
before handing off to inbound/outbound processes.  This impacts on the JVM garbage collection 
which in turn slows the delivery and checkpointing processes down.  The best method for 
handling large messages is to store the message body in an out of band storage service such as 
an object store, and then pass the reference pointer and object metadata in the message. 
Throughput for Kafka is based on MB/s - the smaller the messages the more unit throughput. 

12.1.1. Partitioning System 

The following diagram illustrates how topics (message queues) are split across partitions - the 
write ahead logs.  By increasing the number of partitions that allocated to a topic, Kafka linearly 
scales. 
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Figure 3 - More partitions means more parallelism and therefore greater scalability . 13

 

The write ahead log is a sequential list of messages from oldest to newest.  Kafka maintains a list 
of client commit points for each labelled client connection.  The commit point is the consumer 
offset or index location since the last commit.  If an identified client reconnects then reading 
starts from this point again unless otherwise specified. 

 

Figure 4 - The Consumer offset 

12.1.2. Brokers 

Within a cluster of brokers, different brokers can be set as leaders on different partitions 
pertaining to different topics (queues).  This enables distribution of partitions and replicas evenly 
across a cluster in response to a load balancing profile. 

Producers write to partitions and replication distributes across cluster. 

 

Figure 5 - Brokers and partition leaders 

13 Figures 3,4,5,6,7 source: https://sookocheff.com/post/kafka/kafka-in-a-nutshell/ 
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The leader writes to a partition and then distributes to the replicas.  If the leader fails (Broker 1), 
then a new leader is elected.  If Broker 2 fails then replication continues to Broker3 and Broker2 
falls further behind.  If Broker 2 returns then it will catch up.  If all fail in sequence and Broker 2 
comes back and is elected leader, it will carry on and any data that the Leader (Broker 1) had will 
be lost - even if it comes back. 

Clients - both Producers and Consumers need to code for this failure scenario - in particular 
detecting the LeaderNotAvailable error so that reconnection can be negotiated and the high 
water mark offsets (commit point) for both Producer and Consumer can be negotiated. 

 

Figure 6 - Replication and handling failure 

Consumer Groups are an abstraction layer above the individual consumer.  It is a mechanism for 
load balancing queue consumption across multiple clients.  An example of this would be multiple 
LogStash services reading from a consumer group processing log messages into an 
ElasticSearch database. 

 

Figure 7 - Consumer groups and load balancing 

12.1.3. Kafka Streams 

Streams is a mechanism that enables stacked handlers to process messages as an unbounded 
recordset.   These handlers can act as a decision tree where the flow of messages from one to 
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another can be altered.  At the head of the stack is a source processor and at the tail there is a 
sink processor which may or may not emit messages onto a Kafka topic. 

 

Figure 8 - Kafka Streams topology  14

Stream processing enables the very fastest in-flight processing of messages, and could be used 
to transform, filter, reorder, and reroute messages in the most performant way available within 
Kafka. 

The Kafka streaming technology has been extended with KSQL, which is an SQL and Table like 
semantic applied to message streams.  This feature enables stream joins, counts, and 
aggregations over windows to be injected into the cluster without specific program and/or library 
development. 

12.1.4. Summary of Testing 

Further details of Kafka testing can be found in Appendix A. 

Testing of Kafka has been carried out on two levels: 

● Performance testing, to ensure that Kafka can reasonably handle the expected loads of 
different message profiles 

● Functional testing, to ensure that behaviourally Kafka can meet the varied integration 
requirements of the SDP 

 

Performance testing 

Testing objectives were two fold: 

14 Figure 8 source: https://kafka.apache.org/11/documentation/streams/core-concepts 
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● to test the high volume/low latency throughput required for the proposed logging 
architecture 

● to test large message performance in single Topics that will represent streamed 
Calibration data and low resolution intermediate imaging results. 

To simulate these artefacts  the following conditions are trialled: 

● 256B, 1K, 1MB, 10MB, and 100MB messages 
● 20 partitions 
● 20 producers 
● rate of 1,000,000 messages per second (essentially "as fast as possible") 
● Replication factor of 2 
● Gzip and Snappy compression 
● Test cycle 5 mins (300 secs) 
● Acknowledgements - one (local), and none 

The platform was a 3 node Kafka cluster of compute-A instances (64 cores, 128 GB RAM, 371 
GB SSD) on P3. 

The test client is sangrenel - a go client that measures throughput and latency.  The test client is 
run on the first Kafka node to ensure that network latency does not impact on the measurement. 
Monitoring CPU and memory utilisation showed that the test client had no (detectable) impact on 
the performance of the Kafka server. 

 

Note p99/Hmean/Min/Max are per batch.  Batch size is 1 message.  All tests use 20 producers, 
20 partitions, and Snappy compression. 

Test Msg 
MB/s 

Msgs/s batches/s p99 HMean Min Max 

256B 157Mb/s 80,448m/s 80,416.87/s 411µs 196µs 0s 205.688ms 

1K 369Mb/s 47,277m/s 47,261/s 744µs 273µs 0s 1.262862s 

1MB 2082Mb/s 260m/s 260/s 112.882ms 16.93ms 8.349ms 4.937819s 

10MB 2482Mb/s 31m/s 31/s 2.677875s 226.191ms 111.262ms 5.965229s 

100MB - 
10 
producers 

1861Mb/s 2m/s 2.35/s 3.077757s 1.330565s 917.435ms 4.604616s 

Table 2 - Kafka performance testing at different message sizes, and volumes 
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Result Summary 

Some observations: 

● Compression puts considerable load on CPU - with compression CPU consumption was 
a factor of 3x higher than without.  This is a burden on both producer and consumer. 

● Partitioning shows roughly linear scaling of throughput suitable for messages that are 
atomic in nature. 

● It is critical to match the number of producers with the number of partitions - if too many 
producers are created then performance drops as the contention increases. 

● Smaller messages are faster.  Larger messages up to around the 10MB range give 
greater throughput but suffer increased latency. 

● When dealing with segmenting large messages, Kafka partitioning (1 vs 20) only 
benefited the Producer, and not the consumer.  Overall, 1MB segment sizes over a 
single partition is the best Large Message delivery strategy in the test environment.  This 
may link to the NIC and POSIX buffer size. 

 

Large Message segmentation 

The last test scenario was to use large message segmentation as an alternative to single large 
message, or out of band pointers (for instance pointer to object storage).  As Kafka message 
latency and throughput is directly impacted by the size of the messages, a test was devised that 
would enable large messages - up to 100MB - to be split into arbitrary chunks, delivered and 
reassembled. 

 A simple Python based producer (Python3 with python-kafka) was used to chunk the 100M 
message (a randomly generated string) into 1K, 10K, 100K, 1MB, 10MB segment sizes and 
reassembled with a similar consumer on the receiver side.  Timings were produced for the single 
threaded production and consumption rates.  At 100K and 1M chunk sizes, 1 and 20 Kafka 
partitions were trialled to see whether there is any performance benefit/degradation based on 
parallelising the chunk IO. 

 

Test Avg msgs/s 
P/C 

p99 s  

P/C 

Avg s Latency 
P/C 

Min s Latency 
P/C 

Max s Latency 
P/C 

1K 1 Partition 0.012 / 0.012 115.973 / 
115.258 

83.39 / 80.03 65.10 / 11.88 119.50 / 118.94 

10K 1 Partition 0.107 / 0.108 10.538 / 
10.482 

9.322 / 9.262 7.685 / 7.638 10.960 / 10.909 

100K 1 
Partition 

1.103 / 0.584 1.104 / 2.121 0.907 / 1.712 0.491 / 1.306 1.166 / 2.467 
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100K 20 
Partitions 

0.753 / 0.009 1.568 / 
209.323 

1.328 / 109.399 1.108 / 1.725 2.353 / 210.280 

1M 1 Partition 1.374 / 0.716 0.927 / 1.623 0.728 / 1.397 0.519 / 1.019 1.027 / 1.703 

1M 20 
Partitions 

1.116 / 0.006 1.080 / 
276.261 

0.896 / 160.160 0.520 / 2.156 2.489 / 321.248 

10M 0.887 / 0.946 1.241 / 1.724 1.127 / 1.057 0.906 / 0.518 2.452 / 1.994 

Table 3 - Large message segmentation results with Kafka (P/C - Producer/Consumer) 

Note: 1K 1 Partition abandoned after 25 iterations as performance almost 2 orders of magnitude 
worse than 1M 1 Partition. 

Partitioning has an impact on the producer and consumer.  The Producer can transmit messages 
faster with more partitions, but the consumer is slower at ingesting and reassembling the 
messages.  When message segments are spread across partitions, the overall order that the 
consumer receives them in is not guaranteed, so it is possible for segments to arrive out of order, 
and for segments belonging to subsequent large messages to start arriving before the previous 
one is complete.  Dedicated partitions solve these ordering issues. 

1M 1 Partition gives the best overall performance for sending and receiving large messages with 
a 99th percentile of 0.927secs for the Producer, and 1.623secs for the Consumer.  

 

Functional testing 

Within functional testing, there were two objectives: 

 

● Language/library integration experience 

● Frontend for Tango - stateless abstraction for Tango updates 

 

The integration experience was investigated using Python to create Producers and Consumers, and 
from an ease of development this proved incredibly easy to develop robust, event driven code: 

consumer = KafkaConsumer(bootstrap_servers='localhost:9092', 

                         auto_offset_reset='earliest', 

                         consumer_timeout_ms=1000) 

consumer.subscribe(['a-topic']) 

 

while not self.stop_event.is_set(): 
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    for message in consumer: 

        print(message) 

Example Kafka Consumer client in Python 

For Tango integration, creating a facade for translating Kafka messages into Tango events is as 
simple as: 

sdp_node = PyTango.DeviceProxy("sdp/obs_xyz/1") 
sdp_node.TurnOn() 
consumer = KafkaConsumer(bootstrap_servers='localhost:9092', 
                         auto_offset_reset='earliest', 
                         consumer_timeout_ms=1000) 
 
for message in consumer: 
    msg = json.loads(str(message.value,'utf-8')) 
    sdp_node.widgetx = msg['counter'] 

Example of simple Kafka facade relaying updates to Tango in Python 

 

Integration is shown to be easy and well supported across a variety of languages, and will work 
well with different software architectures including batch, threading, multi-process, and event 
driven. 

For high performance Consumer and Producer integration, the load testing clients in Go (lang) 
and Java were clearly able to operate at levels required to support the SDP as shown by the 
above performance testing.  There are high performance C/C++ client libraries available that 
have not been tested but come recommended by the Commercial support company for Kafka - 
Confluent (founded by 3 of the creators of Kafka). 

 

Conclusions 

Due to Kafka’s architecture, the messages are read off the NIC and written into memory before 
then being written to disk sequentially on a partition.  This heavily favours small messages as this 
will reduce the memory load on the JVM and reduce the interaction with garbage collection. 

Similar to how HTTP uses chunked encoding for large messages, large messages in Kafka 
should be broken up into 1MB or smaller segments.  This will improve performance both in terms 
of latency and throughput.  Care will need to be taken to ensure messages are sent to the same 
partition (client specification) and Kafka will guarantee the order. 

This will also reduce (or completely avoid) the need to create dedicated nodes in a global Kafka 
cluster that purely service large messages, keeping the cluster a general purpose component in 
a Shared Platform Services architecture. 

12.2. QPid 
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Apache QPid is messaging built on AMQP - the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol.  It 
provides queuing, routing, priority, durability (persistence to disk), clustering, and High Availability 
(through replication). 

Supporting the AMQP protocol means that there are a wide variety of client libraries across all 
major programming languages that can integrate with QPid seamlessly.  Also, designing for the 
qualities that the AMQP protocol supports enables decoupling from the server vendor to a 
degree, meaning that QPid could be swapped out for RabbitMQ for example. 

An interesting additional feature that QPid supports is last value queues.  These are effectively 
high water marks for named queue keys.  This is ideally suited to providing high speed updates 
to single value queues for example the last pipeline task completed, or the current pipeline 
completion state. 

HA Clustering is facilitated via queue replication (have to configure each queue). 

 

Figure 9 - Apache QPid HA architecture  15

12.2.1. Performance Testing 

For performance testing, a 3 node 8CPU/8GB RAM cluster was built using Ubuntu 16.04, and 
QPid 0.16 (qpid-cpp). 

All testing was performed using the qpid-send and qpid-receive tools provided via the 
qpid-cpp-client-devel RPM package (fedora:24), and the results were monitored using qpid-stat 
-q piped into Prometheus.  

15 Source: https://medium.com/@omallassi/scalable-highly-available-amqp-infrastructure-w-apache-qpid-87dc222e06f8 
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Sender config: 

qpid-send -b manager1 -a testqueue1 -m 100000000 --durable no \ 

         --capacity 1000000 --content-size 32 \ 

         --tx 0 --send-rate 0 --sequence  yes --timestamp yes \ 

         --report-total --report-every 25000 

 

Receiver config: 

qpid-receive -b manager1 -a testqueue1 -m 0 -f --capacity 1000000 \ 

            --ack-frequency 5000 --print-content no \ 

            --tx 0 --report-total --report-every 25000 

Two instances of the send were run simultaneously against a single instance of the receiver. 
The receiver could easily keep up with the send rate.  The message sizes were small set at 32 
bytes. 

The first test cycle was carried out using message durability turned on for the message queue. 
Maximum sustained throughput of 16k messages/s were achieved when using message 
durability queue settings.  The CPU shows that the head node (manager1) was not saturated at 
less than 50% but memory was continually climbing. 

The second test cycle was with message durability for the queue turned off.  Maximum sustained 
throughput of 65k messages/s when using no message durability queue settings.   This shows 
that the I/O performance of writing messages to disk are an issue with qpidd. 

In both test cases, memory consumption was growing to the point that the OS killed the qpidd 
process. 

This appeared to be because the QPid ingest process was saturated and unable to commit 
messages at the rate they were being read off the network. 

This is consistent with the experience at  LOFAR  where crashes have been reported as 16

common. 

12.2.2. Latency 

Median 246.15 m/s using 1000 message batches, at 32 bytes over 100 samples. 

Median 2291.07 m/s using 10,000 message batches, at 32 bytes over 100 samples. 

 

16 Source https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/download/attachments/231178257/Case%20File%20QPID.pdf 
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12.3. ZeroMQ 

ZeroMQ  is not a message-oriented middleware and simply operates as a socket abstraction 17

layer for passing messages. ZeroMQ guarantees that messages will be delivered atomically 
intact and ordered but does not guarantee the delivery of them. Partial messages will not be 
delivered, and it’s possible that some messages won’t be delivered at all. 

Martin Sustrik, one of the original authors says: 

"Guaranteed delivery is a myth. Nothing is 100% guaranteed. That’s the nature of the world we 
live in. What we should do instead is to build an internet-like system that is resilient in face of 
failures and routes around damage.". 

To this end, the expectation is that a ZeroMQ based system will ensure it's own guarantees of 
delivery by tracking messages, and handling synchronisation and restarts between end points. 

12.3.1. Testing 

The testing was performed using the performance tools supplied with the C++ client library  18

from libzmq - local_lat, remote_lat, local_thr, and remote_thr.  The tests were run with 10k 
message blocks of 32bytes as was performed for QPid. 

The latency test uses the ZMQ_REQ/ZMQ_REP request response pair (Request-reply Pattern). 
The server handles multiple concurrent connections.  

The throughput test uses the ZMQ_PUSH/ZMQ_PULL socket pair (Pipeline Pattern) and the 
server also handles multiple concurrent connections. 

Testing throughput and latency with 10k 32 byte message batches.  Latency was 200 μs. 
Average throughput of approximately 300k messages/second.  This was achieved with a single 
server socket with three clients. 

  

17 Source http://zeromq.org/ 
18 Source http://zeromq.org/results:perf-howto 
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13. Technology Comparison 
The following table is a summary comparison of features important to the SDP, focusing on 
health of the related project, feature completeness, and fit for SDP purpose. 

Criteria Kafka QPid ZeroMQ 

Standards 
compliant 

No - developed own 
standard for messaging. 
Compensated by wide 
adoption 

Yes - Supports 
AMQP 1.0 

No - developed own standard 
for messaging. Compensated 
by wide adoption 

License Apache License 2.0 Apache License 2.0 LGPL v3 

Project maturity, 
stability 

High - Open Source since 
2011 

High - Since 2005 High - Since 2007 

Project health High - wide use, large 
community, large cross 
section of integrated 
applications, 
programming languages 
and frameworks 

Medium - wide use, 
medium size 
community, large 
potential cross 
section of integrated 
applications, 
programming 
languages and 
frameworks 

High - wide use, large 
community, large cross section 
of integrated applications, 
programming languages and 
frameworks 

Design principle Kafka is used for building 
real-time data pipelines 
and streaming apps. It is 
enormously horizontally 
scalable, fault-tolerant, 
and fast. 

It is based on the principle 
of an immutable write 
ahead log, with 
partitioning and 
clustering. 

Standards compliant 
message broker with 
wide programming 
language support. 

Supports message 
durability, and 
delivery guarantees. 

No mandatory broker (broker 
can be simulated with 
malamute ). 19

Carries messages across 
inproc, IPC, TCP, TIPC, 
multicast. 

Smart patterns like pub-sub, 
push-pull, and router-dealer. 

High-speed asynchronous I/O 
engines, in a tiny library. 

Supports every modern 
language and platform. 

Build any architecture: 
centralized, distributed, small, 
or large. 

19 http://zeromq.org/docs:features 
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Modularity and 
extensibility 

High - many client 
implementations and also 
supports extension 
through the streaming API 

Low - many client 
implementations, but 
broker not extensible 

Medium - 0MQ is a set of 
modular building blocks for 
implementing different 
messaging patterns.  It is not a 
server/broker, but a set of 
libraries, design patterns, and 
documentation 

Interoperability High - wide adoption High - standards 
compliant 

High - wide adoption 

Community 
adoption and 
support 

High adoption. 
Foundation for other 
streaming projects such 
as Apache Beam, Apache 
Flink, Apache Samza 

With commercial support 
through 
https://www.confluent.io/ 

Medium adoption. 
Commercial support 
can be achieved 
through RedHat with 
QPid CPP branded 
as MRG. 

High adoption.  Commercial 
support available through core 
developers 
http://zeromq.org/intro:commer
cial-support 

Documentation High - large array of 
detailed documentation 
for implementation and 
integration, as well as a 
lot of community 
contributions in the 
benchmarking/load 
testing space. 

Medium - 
documentation is 
disjointed and hard to 
find.  Lacks good 
overall architectural 
description. 

Good management 
tools, and test suites, 
but difficult to find. 
Heavily geared to 
RedHat environment. 

High - very high quality 
documentation, including 
sample code, and design 
walkthroughs to help with 
customising implementation 
approaches. 

Feature 
complete 

High High High 

Installation Easy - pre-built packages 
available - self contained. 

pre-built integration 
plugins and language 
specific libraries available. 

Easy - pre-built 
packages available - 
self contained. 

pre-built language 
specific libraries 
available. 

Easy - pre-built OS dependent 
packages available 
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Cost of 
ownership 

Low - installation is easy, 
and no license fees 

Medium - broker is 
difficult to scale, and 
will suffer from 
crashing (suffered 
during testing, and 
also experienced by 
LOFAR). 

No license fees 

Medium - Message guarantees 
essentially do not exist, so it is 
incumbent on the application 
designer to build in 
recoverability and message 
tracking as part of the 
architecture in all connectors. 

No license fees 

Security Kerberos 

Client side certificates 

Follows the AMQP 
SASL security 
implementation 

username and password 

public key 

Scalability Works on a model of 
cluster nodes and 
partitions.  Partitions are 
the unit of 
scalability/parallelism for 
a queue making up a 
single chain of ordered 
messages.  Partitions can 
be placed on specific 
nodes and volumes. 
Clients should equal the 
number of partitions. 

Scalability is 
achieved by putting 
load balancing router 
components in front 
of horizontally scaled 
brokers. 

Brokers still need to 
contain a specific 
message queue 
which is the atomic 
unit of scale. 

ZeroMQ is broker-less, but 
does retain the concept of a 
router for some message 
patterns.  In a single hub 1 to N 
pattern, zeromq is only limited 
by the OSes capabilities to 
handle sockets and available 
threads. 

High Availability Good - Partition 
replication across nodes, 
with producer 
acknowledgement 
configuration. 

Good - Queue level 
replication rules 
between brokers, 
with cluster failover. 

Poor - producer and 
consumers must keep track of 
message processing.  High 
availability is achieved through 
application architecture. 

Persistence Yes Yes No 

Resilience, fault 
tolerance/recove
ry modes 

Cluster inherently 
provides for fault 
tolerance and continued 
operation.  Replicas will 
self-heal when brought 
back online. 

Consumer groups 
automatically handle 
redistribution. 

Clients have configurable 
connection recovery. 

Server retains client 
commit points for 
auto-resume. 

Queue replication as 
part of HA module. 
Clustering is provided 
through the Linux 
Cluster Project 

Clients have 
configurable failover 
to alternate broker. 

Server retains client 
commit points for 
auto-resume. 

Only provides auto-reconnect 
for some patterns like PubSub. 
All recovery must be handled 
by the client. 
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Performance - 
throughput/laten
cy 

High Medium High 

Messaging 
models 

Publish/Subscribe 

Fan out 

Fan in 

Request/Response 

Peer to Peer (custom 
queue) 

Routing (Kafka mirroring) 

Broadcasting (Streaming) 

Store forward 

Publish/Subscribe 

Fan out 

Fan in 

Request/Response 

Last Value 

Peer to Peer (custom 
queue) 

Routing 

Store forward 

Publish/Subscribe 

Fan out 

Fan in 

Request/Response 

Broadcast 

Peer to Peer 

Routing 

Service different 
kinds of traffic - 
low latency, high 
throughput and 
high reliability 

Low latency 

High throughput 

Medium reliability (does 
not do only once) 

Medium latency 

Medium throughput 

High reliability 

Low latency 

High throughput 

no reliability 

Message 
guarantees 

Ordered, at least once Ordered, at least 
once, only once 

Ordered only 

Different kinds 
of client 
connection 
modes - client 
groups, commit 
points, server 
side state 
management, 

Transactions - 
groups of 
messages 

Client groups 

Commit points 

Server side state 
management 

No transactions (partially 
emulated with commit 
points) 

Client groups 

Commit points 
(acknowledgements) 

Server side state 
management 

Transactions 

Client groups 

no commit points 

Partner tracks in flight 
messages 

No transactions 

Message 
formats - 
serialisation 

None - payload can be 
anything 

AMQP 1.0 - payload 
can be anything 

None - payload can be 
anything 

Complexity of 
installation 

Packages and good 
documentation 

Packages and poor 
and misleading 
documentation 
(especially for 
clustering and HA) 

Packages and good 
documentation 
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Complexity of 
support/mainten
ance (Low is 
good) 

Low - complexity could 
come with partitioning 
scheme 

Medium - complexity 
with HA, and 
clustering 
configuration. 

Low - complexity is pushed into 
the application design 

Management 
tools 

Command line and web 
interface 

Command line none - as no broker 

 

Streaming 

Yes - complex modular 
streaming workflows can 
be built, and there is an 
additional streaming 
query language built on 
top - KSQL  20

No Yes - as a consequence of 
libraries 

Logging, audit, 
monitoring 

Built in logging, with 
integration available for 
common logging 
infrastructure like 
ElasticStack, and 
Prometheus 

Built in logging None - application dependent 

It is important to also consider the value of open source and the strength of the community 
surrounding a project.  Both Apache Kafka and ZeroMQ have a large and diverse user base with 
supporting communities.  These projects are at the centre of an ecosystem. 

 

13.1. Other Experience 

● Example of QPid deployment in LOFAR - the architecture is to have a broker on each 
node (> 100 hosts).  This is a design pattern that suits small numbers of fat nodes to 
justify the overheads.  The larger number of brokers the more replication of queues and 
routing rules.  

● CERN evaluation of Middleware trends - 2011 - highly recommended ZeroMQ above 
CORBA and AMQP on QPid  . 21

13.2. Evaluation 

Through this evaluation it is apparent that all three messaging platforms have their merits and 
are suited to their own niches.  Reviewing the internal and external messaging requirements, the 
SDP has a wide range of requirements which will not be adequately fulfilled by a single 
messaging solution. 

20 Source https://www.confluent.io/product/ksql/ 
21 Dworak, A (CERN) ; Charrue, P (CERN) ; Ehm, F (CERN) ; Sliwinski, W (CERN) ; Sobczak, M (CERN), 2011, Middleware 
Trends And Market Leaders 2011, CERN http://cds.cern.ch/record/1391410?ln=en 
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13.2.1. Core Messaging Infrastructure 

ZeroMQ has the the fastest throughput, lowest latency, and capacity through application 
architecture to scale to the highest level of all, but does not provide message delivery 
guarantees, and pushes complexity for message life-cycle management out onto the clients. 

QPid gives standards compliance, superior message guarantees, and moves message life-cycle 
management into the broker but it cannot scale and will not be stable enough for the SDP use 
case.  It is recommended that if in future these levels of message guarantee are required (at the 
cost of the performance sacrifice) then RabbitMQ  should be investigated as an alternative. 22

Apache Kafka provides a robust and massively scalable broker with a high degree of parallelism 
as shown through the testing in relation to the Logging and Monitoring architecture investigation. 
Workable message life-cycle management is maintained at both the broker service and the client 
(optional), keeping the complexity at the core and reducing the design burden on the client 
applications.  Through the scalable architecture as demonstrated in the Logging and Monitoring 
reference architecture  it is possible to design a centralised Data Queue service for the SDP 23

and still be able to maintain this service 24x7 without incurring disproportionate risk, or 
maintenance overhead. 

This makes Kafka the leading choice for the core Data Queue infrastructure component, and the 
wider Shared Platform Services component supporting monitoring, logging, accounting nd 
alerting and the integration with TM.  

13.2.2. Flexible Resilient Architecture 

For both Producer and Consumer, Kafka copies messages into memory first.  This provides a 
direct relationship between the message size, memory available, the JVM, garbage collection 
and performance (throughput and latency).  The rule of thumb is that the smaller the message is 
the higher the performance, and message queues do not perform well (in the SDP sense) with 
large message sizes (roughly > 1 MB upwards).  The generally accepted solution to manage 
encapsulation of large objects in messages is to pass pointers to the object held in external 
storage in the message, taking the object data movement out of band.  This also increases 
parallelism and reduces latency because the load of the complete message delivery is removed 
from messaging engine. 

In Kafka, the unit of parallelism is the partition, so if 10 clients are required then optimally 10 
partitions should be configured for a given queue.  However,  the partition is only an ordered list 
of a subset of the messages so if overall message ordering for an entire queue is required then 
this requires another approach.  Architecture of SDP pipeline processing must take into 
consideration the technology choice to avoid this - for instance a partitioning scheme could be 
arranged per observation/Rack or observation/channel cluster to ensure ordering.  Alternatively 
order needs to be stamped on the message, and windowed by the client. 

Cluster performance and queue isolation can be achieved through the number of nodes in the 
cluster and the partitioning scheme (partitions are specifically placed on nodes so the partition 

22 Source https://www.rabbitmq.com/ 

23 Source https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Monitoring+and+Logging+Reference+Architecture 
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map is incredibly important).  These two factors combined enable the isolation of traffic between 
queues and would enable the creation of queues with different levels of priority - QoS. 

The overall resilience of the architecture and availability of service is inherently tied to the design 
of the (virtual) "Data Queue".   Excluding the most intensive messaging requirement for TM 
notifications (which could be an addition 47 million messages/sec), the peak logging and 
monitoring requirement is in excess of 1 million messages per second. In order to support this 
throughput without loss but still maintain a robust solution that can support a 24x7 service, it will 
be necessary to design a multi-tier messaging hierarchy.  In the Monitoring and Logging 
Reference Architecture  it was shown that the concept of having Rack level queues that act as a 24

buffer against exposing the network and the central Data Queue to the full load of the Rack-level 
(Compute Node level) generated traffic is an effective tool for load balancing and isolation.  This 
enables the solution to survive the temporary loss of connectivity to the central queue, whilst also 
providing a point of protection for the core from being saturated by unexpected messaging 
volumes produced out in the Racks (caused for example by cascading failures and associated 
logging spikes).  This "air gap" will help make it possible to let this core piece of infrastructure 
achieve 24x7 operation and still have a routine maintenance cycle. 

Benefits: 

- Decoupling 

- Common communication language 

- Broad language and framework support - C, Java, Go, Python etc. 

- Broadcast - the benefits of pub/sub 

- History of all changes - can be replayed to a point in time 

- Can use message consolidation - message types:- deltas, and snapshots 

- Guaranteed at least once delivery - check-pointing/read commits 

- Time oriented ordered list - guaranteed on receipt as well as delivery 

- Partitioning - keys, round robin, or consumer driven selection 

- Consumer grouping, batches, buffering - load balancing 

- Matched wire, memory, disk format - performance 

- Linear scalability - more nodes, disks, net capacity 

- Replication strategies - partitions, and mirroring (geo-replication) 

- Can switch off producer or consumer independently - non-brittle architecture 

- Kafka Streams and KSQL - create derivative streams (topics) and ‘tables’ 

 

Problems: 

- Large messages - whole message read into memory, network buffer limitations 

24 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Monitoring+and+Logging+Reference+Architecture 
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- JVM memory management - GC and jitter 

- Duplication of storage - large scale issues 

- No “once and only once” guarantees 

- Cross partition ordering not guaranteed 

13.2.3. Trading Off Performance For Resilience 

Within the Execution Framework architecture, latency in communication between Pipeline 
components will be paramount, as there are  ≈ 31,800 visibility heaps (9k) / second / compute 
node arriving at the full ingest rate (3.2 Tbps) from the CSP.  The tasks handling the ingest, and 
the imaging pipeline components sharing visibilities, and intermediate products between tasks 
will need the lowest latency possible for inter/intra-compute node communication.  Within a 
compute node this communication can be achieved via inter-process communication, but 
between tasks on different compute nodes this communication will be networked.  ZeroMQ 
provides the lowest overhead and lowest latency communication model.  Applications can be 
written using the single ZeroMQ framework but can have the transport set to inproc(inter-thread), 
IPC(inter-process), TCP, or PGM(reliable multicast - pubsub only - epgm is UDP encapsulated) 
as required.  Because ZeroMQ gives no message delivery guarantees, this model will only work 
where resilience can be compensated for by using P2P recovery through heartbeat mechanisms. 

Where resilience and delivery guarantees are not an option then the capabilities of Kafka will be 
required. 

13.3. Future Technology Directions 

13.3.1. Research and the Horizon 

There is a move towards message streaming solutions that are introducing business logic into 
the message queue servers or closely connected client applications.  The general design pattern 
is for the streaming logic to subscribe to one or more queues, reprocess the data, and publish on 
to another queue.  This enables low latency event driven programming models separating these 
concerns from client applications.  An example of use might be turning high frequency events 
into low frequency summaries, or generating running counters, totals, etc.  The canonical 
example is Kafka Streams with the addition of KSQL (Kafka SQL). 

This model has been extended further with stream and batch processing servers acting as 
programming frameworks: 

● Apache Beam 

● Apache Samza 

● Apache Apex 

● Heron (successor to Apache Storm) 

● Apache Flink 
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The intent is that application code is developed once, but can be run in real-time event 
processing mode and batch processing mode without modification.  This model suits the large 
scale Analytics working environment, as the flexibility decouples the execution framework from 
the management and availability of the platform. 

13.3.2. Implications 

These streaming technologies form the basis for an Execution Framework, that handles both 
batch and real-time processing achieved through a structured design and development process 
for pipeline components. 

While these technology stacks maybe too new (and unstable or settled - eg: market leader not 
determined) for the SDP at this stage, the model that they employ and the underlying component 
technologies such as Kafka Streams should be considered ready and resonant within the SDP 
solution architecture requirements 
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14. Appendix A - Detailed Kafka Testing 

As LinkedIn originally developed Kafka, and open sourced it in 2011.  In 2014  The following load 
testing was performed - reference - 
https://engineering.linkedin.com/kafka/benchmarking-apache-kafka-2-million-writes-second-three
-cheap-machines . 

 

14.1. End-to-end Latency 

2 ms (median) 

3 ms (99th percentile) 

14 ms (99.9th percentile) 

 

14.2. Throughput - three producers, 3x async replication 

2,024,032 records/sec 

(193.0 MB/sec) 

  

14.3. Throughput - three Consumers 

2,615,968 records/sec 

(249.5 MB/sec) 

 

As part of the  Monitoring and Logging Architecture work, testing  was carried out that 25

demonstrated throughput of 700k messages per second (256B recs writing at 170MB/s).  These 
tests were network constrained (OpenStack virtual networking).  Specific large message testing 
has been documented in Apache Kafka Large Message Testing . 26

 

  

25 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=226361402 
26 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Apache+Kafka+Large+Message+Testing 
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14.4. Kafka Large Message Testing 

 

This section is in support of Architecture Verification: Queues  and SDP Messaging Architecture 27

, and is a continuation of performance and suitability testing of Apache Kafka Large Message 28

Testing . 29

As an interesting side note, the following presentation provides some insights into handling large 
messages 
https://www.slideshare.net/JiangjieQin/handle-large-messages-in-apache-kafka-58692297 . 

The objectives are twofold: 

● to retest the high volume/low latency throughput required for the proposed logging 
architecture 

● to test large message performance in single Topics that will represent streamed 
Calibration data and low resolution intermediate imaging results. 

To simulate these artefacts  the following conditions are trialled: 

● 256B, 1K, 1MB, 10MB, and 100MB messages 
● 20 partitions 
● 20 producers 
● rate of 1000000 messages per second (essentially "as fast as possible") 
● Replication factor of 2 
● Gzip and Snappy compression 
● Test cycle 5 mins (300 secs) 
● Acknowledgements - one (local), and none 

The platform used was a 3 node Kafka cluster of compute-A instances (64 cores, 128 GB RAM, 
371 GB SSD) on P3, along with one compute-A instance as the host for the test client. 

The test client is sangrenel - a go client that measures throughput and latency.  The test client is 
run on the first Kafka node to ensure that network latency does not impact on the measurement. 
Monitoring CPU and memory utilisation showed that the test client had no (detectable) impact on 
the performance of the Kafka server. 

Ansible was used to build the cluster of Ubuntu 16.04 nodes using the P3-Appliances playbooks 
with extended roles. 

14.4.1. Result Summary 

Some observations: 

27 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Architecture+Verification%3A+Queues 
28 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/SDP+Messaging+Architecture 
29 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Apache+Kafka+Large+Message+Testing 
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● Compression puts considerable load on CPU - with compression CPU ran a factor of 3x 
that without.  This is a burden on both producer and consumer. 

● Partitioning shows roughly linear scaling of throughput suitable for messages that are 
atomic in nature. 

● It is critical to match the number of producers with the number of partitions - if too many 
producers are created then performance drops as the contention increases. 

● Smaller messages are faster.  Larger messages up to around the 10MB range give 
greater throughput but suffer increased latency. 

● When dealing with segmenting large messages, Kafka partitioning (1 vs 20) only 
benefited the Producer, and not the consumer.  Overall, 1MB segment sizes over a 
single partition is the best Large Message delivery strategy in the test environment. 

 

Repeating the high volume logging throughput scenario from Monitoring and Logging Reference 
Architecture  and Monitoring and Logging discovery  where there is an estimated 1 million 30 31

msgs/s for the entire SDP cluster, this has been emulated with 5 producer client instances 
generating up to 1.9 million messages/s using randomly generated 256 byte records. 

This saturated the SSD disk for /var/lib/kafka-data leaving a lot of head room for 
CPU/Memory/Network bandwidth on the 10G network used. 

 

Message throughput capped at 1.9 million messages/s 

 

30 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Monitoring+and+Logging+Reference+Architecture 
31 https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Monitoring+and+Logging+discovery 
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Device sdb holding the kafka-data partition is saturated 

It is envisaged that Kafka can be easily scaled well beyond this level of throughput by locating 
the topic and/or component partitions on separate file-systems. 

14.4.2. Sangrenel Testing 

Note p99/Hmean/Min/Max are per batch.  Batch size is 1 message.  All tests use 20 producers, 
20 partitions, and Snappy compression. 

Test Msg 
Mb/s 

Msgs/s batches/s p99 HMean Min Max 

256B 157Mb/s 80,448m/s 80,416.87/s 411µs 196µs 0s 205.688ms 

1K 369Mb/s 47,277m/s 47,261/s 744µs 273µs 0s 1.262862s 

1MB 2082Mb/s 260m/s 260/s 112.882ms 16.93ms 8.349ms 4.937819s 

10MB 2482Mb/s 31m/s 31/s 2.677875s 226.191ms 111.262ms 5.965229s 

100MB - 
10 
producers 

1861Mb/s 2m/s 2.35/s 3.077757s 1.330565s 917.435ms 4.604616s 

 

14.4.3. Kafka Test Suite 

Switching to testing with the kafka-producer-perf-test.sh test tool run on the first Kafka client 
node: 

Test msgs/s Mb/s Avg Latency Max Latency 

1K no acks, snappy 205k/s 200.53/s 23.3ms 96.0ms 

1M no acks, no compression 220.4/s 220.36/s 2840.4ms 4416.0ms 

10M no acks, no compression 3.4/s 34.01/s 17060.2ms 22759.0ms 
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These results are mixed.  The smaller message (1K) have considerably more throughput, but the 
larger messages (1M, 10M) perform badly. 

This indicates that there is a lot of difference in the way that clients are implemented, which will 
have a great impact on performance. 
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14.5. Large Message Segmentation 

The last test scenario was to use large message segmentation.  A simple Python based producer 
(Python3 with python-kafka ) was used to chunk the 100M message (a randomly generated 32

string) into 1K, 10K, 100K, 1MB, 10MB segment sizes and have a similar consumer recover the 
message on the other side.  Timings were produced for the single threaded production and 
consumption rates.  At 100K and 1M chunk sizes, 1 and 20 Kafka partitions were trialled to see 
whether there is any performance benefit/degradation based on parallelising the chunk IO. 

 

Test Avg msgs/s 
P/C 

p99 s P/C Avg s Latency 
P/C 

Min s Latency 
P/C 

Max s Latency 
P/C 

1K 1 Partition 0.012 / 0.012 115.973 / 
115.258 

83.39 / 80.03 65.10 / 11.88 119.50 / 118.94 

10K 1 Partition 0.107 / 0.108 10.538 / 
10.482 

9.322 / 9.262 7.685 / 7.638 10.960 / 10.909 

100K 1 
Partition 

1.103 / 0.584 1.104 / 2.121 0.907 / 1.712 0.491 / 1.306 1.166 / 2.467 

100K 20 
Partitions 

0.753 / 0.009 1.568 / 
209.323 

1.328 / 109.399 1.108 / 1.725 2.353 / 210.280 

1M 1 Partition 1.374 / 0.716 0.927 / 1.623 0.728 / 1.397 0.519 / 1.019 1.027 / 1.703 

1M 20 
Partitions 

1.116 / 0.006 1.080 / 
276.261 

0.896 / 160.160 0.520 / 2.156 2.489 / 321.248 

10M 0.887 / 0.946 1.241 / 1.724 1.127 / 1.057 0.906 / 0.518 2.452 / 1.994 

Note: 1K 1 Partition abandoned after 25 iterations as performance almost 2 orders of magnitude 
worse than 1M 1 Partition. 

 

Partitioning has an impact on the producer and consumer.  The Producer can transmit messages 
faster with more partitions, but the consumer is slower at ingesting and reassembling the 
messages.  When message segments are spread across partitions, the overall order that the 
consumer receives them in is not guaranteed, so it is possible for segments to arrive out of order, 
and for segments belonging to subsequent large messages to start arriving before the previous 
one is complete.  Dedicated partitions solve these ordering issues. 

32 https://github.com/dpkp/kafka-python 
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1M 1 Partition gives the best overall performance for sending and receiving large messages with 
a 99th percentile of 0.927secs for the Producer, and 1.623secs for the Consumer.  
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